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Vital Conversations 9 Pillars – Definitions
Gap Between Rich & Poor
Narrowing the economic gap within all 
segments of society to ensure enough for all.  

Safety
Safety is our number one priority to ensure all 
our community members live, work and play 
safely. 

Health
Health is a state of complete physical, mental, 
emotional, spiritual and social well-being and 
not merely the absence of disease or in�rmity. 

Learning
Learning is a constant process across the 
lifespan and contributes to vibrant, healthy 
communities.  Learning encompasses both our 
formal educational systems as well as the other 
ways we pursue knowledge for either personal 
or professional reasons.  

Housing
Housing includes emergency shelters, social 
housing, renting on the open market and 
purchasing a home.  Every citizen should have 
an a�ordable place to call home.   

Getting Started/Belonging 
(Encompassing new to our community & community supports)

Whether new to our community, or born and 
raised here, every citizen is connected to and 
knowledgeable about their community and 
feels a sense of belonging.  

Creative & Active Living
Music, art, and culture bring vibrancy to a 
community.  Living an active lifestyle 
encompasses structured sporting and 
recreational activities as well as simply walking 
through the city’s trail system.  All citizens 
should have access to some elements of a 
creative and active life. 

Business, Employment & Economy
Our local business community is adaptive, 
resilient and a key driver in our economy, 
coupled with a workforce that is diverse, 
responsive and well-trained.  We focus on all 
facets of our economy to build a sustainable, 
inclusive and diverse economy.  

Community Builders
Community builders are those individuals in 
every sector who shape, help lead and enrich 
our city to create an inclusive community, 
respond to local need and prepare for the 
future. 
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Gap Between 
Rich & Poor
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Primary Mode of Transportation 
to Work in Medicine Hat

92%
Car

3.7%
Walking

2.1%
Public 
Transit

0.6%
Bicycle

1 in 10
Medicine Hat families 

live in poverty

In 2017, Medicine 
Hat Police Service 
responded 1,260 

calls related to 
mental health or 

addictions.

Medicine Hat Transit Monthly Pass Fares

Age Category Cost 

Senior (65+) $43.75 

Adult (18-64) $70.50 

Youth (6-17) $38.75 

5877
4278

In 2016, the Medicine Hat & 
District Food Bank served 

5877 households and 
4278 children.



A Single Parent Story
As a single parent, who accesses services in Medicine Hat, it is important to understand that 
everyone has a different reality when facing challenges with poverty. People show the best 
sides of themselves but don’t show you the worst part of themselves.  Some of my biggest 
challenges have been securing food, housing and mental health supports.

I have found that a big gap for me was awareness. There are more people struggling than 
you imagine in Medicine Hat. When you don’t know where to go or what to ask for, it can be 
overwhelming. There is also the situation of when I am doing all the things I need to do to 
get assistance, but those supports are not available right now. What are my options and what 
happens when these options run out. What are the next steps? People who are struggling 
with poverty should not feel alone. Do not be afraid to ask for help.

There is also a gap of understanding in our community. Try to put yourselves in the shoes of 
the people living in these situations, such as myself and my daughter. We all faces choices 
every day, unfortunately, some days I must make some very tough choices – that choice may 
be choosing between paying for my food or my shelter, when in reality, I need both.

Food First Pilot
The food First Pilot Project is a food security program aimed at assisting 11 low-income 
families with supplementary food, coaching/mentorship and system navigation to enhance 
overall wellbeing. The one-year pilot demonstrated that addressing food security through a 
community-based approach benefits low-income families, the public system and the 
community as a whole. 

The assessment of the project served two purposes:
    1. Overall effectiveness of model in reducing and preventing food insecurity in Medicine  
        Hat; and
    2. Impact of the pilot model of participant success, particularly relating to the following  
        measures: overall food security, health and wellbeing, social connections, housing and     
        income stability.

Results of the evaluation show that individuals who participated in the Food First Pilot Project 
saw a positive improvement in their food security and overall wellbeing. 

Although food was identified as the highest basic need, participants experienced an 
unanticipated increase in their level of connection to the community. Food First offered 
opportunities where participants could be a part of something and experience a connection 
through shared struggle with food security; creating inclusion in the exclusionary 
environment of poverty. 
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Safety

Impaired Driving

Family Violence Intervention

Drugs Seized
Many of the issues and 

associated costs surrounding 
the legalization of cannabis 
remain undetermined.  New 
methods of roadside testing, 

rules for derivatives and 
consumables of Cannabis 

Marihuana, as well as provincial 
and municipal regulatory 

framework need to be 
established.

Distracted Driving

In November 2017, the 
top 5 types of crime that 

residents of MH were 
concerned with include: 
Impaired Driving, Break 
& Enter, Sexual Assault/
Attempt, Drug Related 

Offences and Robbery/ 
Attempted Robbery
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Community Safety
On July 31, 2018 members of the MHPS responded to a complaint received from a local business 
regarding a male displaying currency stamped with several hate markings directed towards persons of 
the Jewish religious faith.  A 35-year-old male was arrested and charged with inciting hatred in the 
public.  Through further investigation, a search warrant of the male’s residence various evidence was 
seized including  computers files, documents, stickers displaying “Immigration = White Genocide”, four 
high powered firearms, and  twelve hundred rounds of ammunition.

Upon hearing of the arrest the MHPS received several messages of support and appreciation, from 
both national organizations, one who stated, “that MHPS charging an individual with willfully 
promoting hatred should serve as an example to other police forces across the nation”, and local 
residents, one who shared, “This is great news! Thank you for listening to my concerns and complaints, 
ensuring the hate graffiti was cleaned up and pursuing the investigation. Super cool to be recognized 
for the great work too! Proud Hatter”.

This file example demonstrates the capacity of the MHPS to respond to community safety concerns 
and successfully investigate and charge individuals who threaten community safety.

Opioid Response
Opioid use is a serious concern in Medicine Hat, as it is in other communities across the country.  The 
MHPS is working alongside other community stakeholders to implement a coordinated and integrated 
approach to; harm reduction, treatment, prevention and enforcement strategies that will enhance 
community safety.  In 2017, there were 86 overdoses reported the MHPS and there have been 74 
overdoses reported in the first half of 2018. (Note: These numbers do not include suicide overdose or 
attempted suicide overdose.)  The information on type of drug used is often not available and police 
are responding to provide lifesaving assistance to EMS so patient information is not shared.  However, 
of the drugs seized by MHPS members, the majority has been methamphetamine or a mixture of 
drugs, most recently heroin / fentanyl.

In December 2016, members of the MHPS began carrying Naloxone nasal spray, in an effort to protect 
MHPS members who may experience potential contact with Fentanyl.  Since that time, MHPS members 
have administered Naloxone to 59 individuals, 55 were successfully revived as a result of the drug.

School Safety
The MHPS Community Safety Unit (CSU) works in partnership with the local school boards to address 
bullying and increase the safety of the students and staff.  

Bullying is an issue that unfortunately has become quite rampant and it is very important to note that 
there is a difference between conflict and bullying. The MHPS CSU works diligently alongside the 
schools to address bullying behaviours and through the Encouraging Positive Informed Choices (EPIC) 
program, give students strategies on how to deal with bullying issues along with several other issues 
that they may encounter.

To ensure students and staff to have a clear and concise knowledge of what to do when faced with a 
situation that might threaten the safety of students, the MHPS CSU trains with the schools to prepare 
for potential threats that may occur within/outside of the school.

Another important issues to educate students on is how to be good digital citizens and promote cyber 
safety.  This is an issue that that is continually visited within the schools. With emerging technology and 
communication platforms, the MHPS CSU members do their best to be alive to these issues and get 
the message out to the students on how to keep themselves safe while using their phones and 
computers.
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Health

2018-2019 Alberta Ministry of Health Budget

0.3%
Strategic

Management
of AB Health

System

3.3%
Other health

system priorities
(e.g. blood/tissue
services,cancer

research/prevention,
population &
public health)

0.4%
Addiction
& Mental

Health
Initiatives

60%
Alberta Health

Services

23.8%
Physician

Compensation
& Development

10.2%
Drugs &
Supplemental
Benefits

1.1%
Primary Care

The Palliser Triangle Health 
Advisory Council meets several 

times a year to engage with 
the public, provide feedback 
and advice to Alberta Health 
Services and to learn about 

opportunities to enhance the 
health of community members.

The Palliser Primary Care 
Network website Local 

Resources section provides 
an updated listing of 
community resources 
available, sorted by
disease and topic.  

The MyHealth.Alberta.ca 
website provides health 
information (including 

videos and handouts) on a 
variety of health topics.

of health care spending in Canada is split 
between private insurance plans and out of 
pocket costs.  For the median Canadian, 
that amounts to ~$1700 a year. 

About
30%

13 family 
physicians, on 
average, have 
been listed 
each month on 
the Palliser Primary 
Care Network 
website as accepting new 
patients over the last year.
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A Stay in the Hospital
Approximately 6 months ago my husband became extremely ill. After spending a lengthy 
stay in emergency, he was admitted to a medical unit in our local hospital.  His diagnosis was 
congestive heart failure.  He spent 18 days on a medical/cardiac unit - the longest days of our 
lives.  Each day a different doctor would be at the door, ask a few questions, skim through the 
chart and appear confused.  Some would look at his legs but most did not.  They tended to 
read the nursing notes from the night before and ordered medications according to their 
directions and he did not always have an RN as his nurse.  One doctor actually came to his 
door and said “Good Morning, I am your doctor for the day, I will be in-charge of your care 
today.  Have a nice day!” She left without even getting within 6 feet of his bed. She never 
came back. Can you blame them? They are seeing a patient for one day! Who would want to 
change medication or order a test to figure out what is needed when they know they won’t 
be around to follow through.  So much easier to pass it on to the next doctor coming on the 
next day. AHS strives to provide continuity of health care.  Striving to provide continuity of 
care for the hospitalized patient is an issue that has been forgotten.  Family doctors need to 
be provided with fair and worthwhile incentives to be granted access to their patients…their 
patients need them!

911
In December of 2015, a phone call was made to 911 for a 27 year old previously healthy 
female who suddenly lost consciousness and for a brief time, was not breathing and had no 
pulse. 911 was called and the response time was delayed due to EMS having trouble locating 
the home that was in a new home area. This home was built and occupied since November 
of 2014.

March 12, 2016 phone call to EMS 911 requesting ambulance called again to the same 
address for a 27 year old female patient  who was having a tonic-clonic seizure. Once again 
the ambulance was delayed in response time due to difficulty locating the home. A phone 
call to the EMS in July 2018 has revealed that this particular house is still not appearing on 
the map surrounding homes may be available on the map.

In Search of a Diagnosis
39 year old female patient who developed shingles, received prompt assessment and 
appropriate treatment by her family physician. 3 months following resolution of the shingles 
rash eruption, the patient started experiencing symptoms of vertigo, nausea, severe fatigue, 
severe headaches, and cognitive impairment. This patient reports that her family physician 
was relentless in searching for a cause and solution to her symptoms spending countless 
hours researching and ordering appropriate diagnostic tests until he found the information 
that shingles can resurface as encephalitis as late as 6 months after a shingles rash episode. 
Her family physician made the appropriate diagnosis of Encephalitis caused by the Herpes 
Zoster virus. Her family physician prescribed Valtrex and her symptoms dissipated. This 
patient reported with tears in her eyes how grateful she is to have such an amazing family 
physician who never gave up on her.
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Learning
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The Medicine Hat 
Public Library has 
11,416 active 
memberships as 
of December 
31, 2017.

of Medicine Hat College graduates 
are able to gain employment in their 

�eld of study within 6 months
of graduation.

About
80%

Medicine Hat College Total Headcount Enrolment

7000

7250

7500

7750

8000

8250

8500

8750

9000

The average 
graduation rate

for the 5 secondary 
schools in Medicine Hat 

& area is 75.2%.
The provincial

average is 84.2%



Library Storytime
A family with two children under the age of 3 moved to Medicine Hat for the 
dad's work.  The mom was staying at home brought her two children to 
storytime at the Medicine Hat Library not only to enjoy the literacy benefits but 
it was also a way for her as a new member of the community staying at home 
with very young children to meet other moms with kids of a similar age.  The 
family has continued to be regular library users and have added two more little 
readers to their ranks since moving to the city.  The oldest has been a 
Monoporead (Library summer reading game) volunteer for us in the past and 
the two youngest enjoyed playing all summer long.

This family already understood the value of books and reading but the program 
helped to bring them to the Library which has become a significant part of their 
family life and served as a gateway to establish themselves in a new community. 
The Mom has also stated that she frequently brags to her friends back home (a 
fairly large city in Ontario) about all the amazing kids programs and learning 
opportunities we have in our little city.

Recreational Learning Opportunities
Last year I had the opportunity to take a cooking class with the Medicine Hat 
College continuing studies department. It was an excellent opportunity to learn 
some new skills, and have some fun!

Unfortunately, I signed up for two separate cooking classes, and one was 
cancelled due to low registration. A lot of people I’ve talked to don’t even know 
these kinds of classes exist, so I’m left wondering if there might be a better way 
to advertise them, or a better way to promote these kinds of opportunities in our 
community. I hope there can be a way to better let people know what is 
happening in the learning world, because it is so great to get out and not only 
support things happening in our community, but also learn some new skills.   
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Housing
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There are 478 
households 
representing 821 
individuals on the 
waitlist for social 
and affordable 
housing in Medicine 
Hat.  290 adults and 
531 children. This stat 
only represents those households that 
have applied for and are eligible for 
housing based on legislative guidelines. 

290

531

The 2018 Core Need Income Threshold for Medicine Hat
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Medicine Hat Community Housing 
Society operates 582 units and offers 

approximately 420 rental subsidies.  The 
average length of stay in housing units 

is 5.7 years, and the average length of 
stay in rent supplement programs is 

7.3 years.   Without new, affordable 
housing units becoming 

available in the 
community, or 

without increases to 
the number of rent 

subsidies, the waitlist 
will continue to grow. 

Medicine Hat Vacancy & Rental Rates October 2016 & October 2017

  

  

Bachelor 9.9% 8.9% $626 $656 

1 Bd 3.7% 6.8% $733 $757 

2 Bd 5.7% 5.2% $825 $842 

3 Bd+ 9.5% 12.2% $961 $975 

Total 5.4% 6.2% $797 $818 

Vacancy Rates Rental Rates

October 2017October 2017 October 2016October 2016

Unit
Size

CMHC Rental Market Statistics Fall 2017, Vacancy and Availability Rates (%) in Privately Initiated Rental 
Apartment Structures of Three Units and Over: Medicine Hat.

From 2009 - 2018, 1180 
formerly homeless individuals 
including 860 adults and 320 
children have been housed in 

Medicine Hat through Our 
Plan to End Homelessness.  

Over 70% live in market 
(non-subsidized) housing.  



Securing appropriate, affordable (or attainable) housing options for all community 
members is a challenge that every community faces.  The question of ‘who is 
responsible for providing housing’ creates an opportunity for dialogue and 
community-based solutions that meet local need.  

Permanent Supportive Housing
Over recent years, the development of Permanent Supportive Housing (PSH) has addressed 
one area of housing need.

PSH is an evidence-based intervention that links permanent, ‘affordable’ housing with 
flexible, voluntary support services to assist with housing retention and independent living. 
It is primarily targeted to individuals who have a history, or are at risk of, housing instability 
that are currently living in the private rental market or non-sustainable housing situations. In 
the fall of 2017, after many years of advocacy by community, the first PSH building consisting 
of 16 independent units with 1 unit converted into office/common space was introduced in 
Medicine Hat.  Tenancy is not time-limited (an indefinite length of stay is possible, not 
intended to be transitional in nature) and individuals are met with on a regular basis. 

On-site supports are provided 24/7 by support workers through a housing first philosophy 
and approach.  This level of support and approach has created a place of connection and 
accountability where the 15 tenants are able to thrive. This may seem counter-intuitive as the 
philosophy takes on a harm-reduction and non-compliance based approach.   One highly 
successful outcome of the PSH program is the reduction of system utilization.  In February 
2018, there were 28 emergency calls (Police, Fire, EMS) responded to at the building, and in 
August 2018, the number had been reduced to 4.  

Attainable Housing
Housing is a fundamental human right.  An area of housing development that continues to 
need attention in Medicine Hat and Region is the adequate supply of attainable housing.   
This means housing that is both appropriate in design, (for example barrier free), size, fit with 
neighborhood or community, and affordability.  A challenge with the current affordable 
housing guidelines is that even affordable rates are unaffordable for many, most especially 
those living in poverty.  Affordable housing should take into account the financial threshold 
of the household or individual, not what the market dictates.  

A question that arises is who is responsible for ensuring there are an adequate number of 
attainable housing options in community?  Which levels of government are responsible for 
ensuring its citizens have their basic needs met?  Who gets to decide what the level of need 
in community is?  

The concept of supply and demand has not been satisfied in community in that attainable 
housing is not available to those in greatest need.  However the demand is high, with over 
10% of Hatters at risk of housing instability, and over 450 households on the list for 
low-income housing.  
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Getting Started
& Belonging
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Saamis Immigration 
Services Association 

has provided 
support to over 

4000 people from 
111 countries over 

the past 30 years

According to the 2015 Medicine Hat Census:
    •   The age group 85+ has experienced the highest growth of 16%
    •   Seniors age 65+ have increased by 6% since 2012
    •   The age of 20 - 24 has the greatest decline of 14% since 2012
    •   Children below the age of 4 have  declined by 8% since 2012

Males and Females
in Medicine Hat

51%

49%

Saamis Immigration Services Association assists new arrivals to Canada with:

Cultural
Kitchen

Parenting
Courses

Budgeting
Classes

Alone at Home
Courses for Kids

Support Programs for 
both Men & Women



Young Newcomer Experience

In The Name Of  Allah The Most Merciful and Powerful One. My name is Yasmeen and I am from  a Syrian 
family that came to Canada on January 19th, 2016. We came here seeking refuge from the war that 
damaged our country. When we arrived to the airport of Medicine Hat, Sara welcomed us with great 
respect. The Saamis family embraced us and helped us �nd a house. Settlement Workers in Schools 
helped us get our registration forms  to go to school. They taught my parents English. They helped us 
along every step of the way.

After my parents �nished their school at Saamis, they have a better language to communicate with
the community. My dad is looking for a job, and my mom is studying at the College. My sisters and I are 
doing really well at school, we are in the best state that we could be in.

All that is by the favor of Allah and the Saamis family. Thanks to everyone that was a support for us to 
become better. We will never forget our lovely family volunteers from LEARN, and many others who 
helped me to succeed and dig my way through the opportunities that are available. Thank you guys  for 
the smallest things, thank you for taking part In my  journey.

Belonging
Jack came to us from Uganda in May of 2017 after leaving the turmoil in the Democratic Republic of the 
Congo. In Uganda he found work as a graphic designer and spent time volunteering as an interpreter in 
local churches. 

Jack remembers how new and strange everything was when he came to Canada, and the big smile that  
he received from an unknown person to welcome him to the Calgary airport. He recalls that the 
kindness of his new  community and the "beautiful bridge" that Saamis was able to create for him for his 
learning and new  life. Jack says he loves Medicine Hat because of the quietness and  that it is full of nice 
people - he says it is now easy for him to open his door and go out to meet people and  be the �rst to 
say hi to them.

We were very lucky to meet Jack, who was asked (and agreed!) to help us design our
30th Anniversary logo. He has also been volunteering with Big Brothers Big Sisters of Medicine Hat & 
District and with Saamis as a part time interpreter in Swahili and French. He worked with Being Human 
Services Inc. to get employment-ready and is currently working at Sports Connection Source for Sports.

Safety
My name is Riad. I am Kurdish from Qamishlo, Syria.

I am 31 years old, and I speak Kurdish, Turkish, Arabic, and  English*. I completed Anesthesia  Technician 
in Damascus University in 2007 and worked in Aleppo for one year.  After that, I served one year and  
eight months in the Syrian military. My intention was to restart my life but the war began in Syria that 
same year  so I left with my family  to Turkey. We stayed  there for six years. I worked there in construction 
and also as an Anesthesia Technician while I studied for two years  to be a paramedic at Batman 
University. I was unable to complete my schooling as I received my visa to come to Canada.

I came to Canada to start my new life with my new dream, and now I am working hard to get my dream, 
with Saamis to help me.  Canada is a beautiful country because of the diverse culture. I �nd Canada a 
perfect country  and anyone  like me who is afraid for his family would also �nd Canada a perfect 
country, because Canada can give you the highest thing in the world - THE SAFETY.
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Creative & 
Active Living
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TOTAL: 44602

FREE EVENTS: 27,146

PAID ADMISSION: 4,721

STUDENTS: 5,931

Visits to Medalta in 2017

According to Statistics Canada, 
only 18% of Canadian adults

are getting the recommended
amount of physical activity 

18%

903 curricular based 
activities delivered

Exercise & Fitness Facilities in Medicine Hat:

Education at Medalta in 2017

115 children who
participated in a

summer program

53 field trips



Alberta Cancer Exercise Program
When I was diagnosed with colon cancer in October 2017 I chose to embrace my 
diagnosis and do everything possible to get fit and healthy. I believe wholeheartedly 
that our health is mind, body and spirit. I realized that my body was telling me that it 
was time to embrace this gift of life. I am viewing my cancer healing and recovery as 
my full time job.

When I learned about the Alberta Cancer Exercise (ACE) program I was genuinely 
excited. I have never been a physically active person. I never played sports, I hated 
physical education class in school. In fact, the last time I went to a gym I was pregnant 
with my daughter whom is now 22 years old. I seriously avoid exerting energy other 
than household tasks. Since becoming an ACE participant I can’t wait to go to my 
exercise class. I enjoy the comradeship. I love the instructors, they are encouraging, 
their instructions are clear and concise, and they are fun. Under the instructor’s 
direction I have learned that exercise can be fun and rewarding. I am learning proper 
technique and posture. I am learning how to strengthen my muscles without hurting 
myself. I even discovered that I love the rowing machine!  I never imagined that. I have 
surprised myself by having increased energy and stamina. I look forward to my 
exercise class twice a week so much that I have rearranged my chemo treatments in 
order to attend every session. 

My goal in participating in ACE program is to create good exercise habits that are 
maintainable.  I strive to set myself up for success by making exercise part of my health 
and well-being. I truly feel blessed to be part of the program. Thank you.

“Free” Skate
There are many opportunities for free or low cost opportunities for recreation in our 
community. For example, there are plenty of free skating opportunities in our 
community.  However, with respect to many of our new Canadians, and some of our 
low-income families, most don’t own skates. And in order to rent skates (for only $10), 
you have to be able to put a down payment for the full cost of the skates down. Well, 
many families do not have or cannot get a credit card and do not have the cash up 
front to put the money down.  In addition, many have to rely on public transportation, 
and so picking up skates at one location, then going somewhere to skate, and then 
going to return the skates, is too cumbersome.  So, even though the program is 
available, there are many barriers to actually access it.
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Business, Employment 
& Economy
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Average Unemployment Rate:
Lethbridge-Medicine Hat Economic Region

Top 10 Occupations and Numbers Posted from July 2017-July 2018

Job Type # of Jobs 
Posted 

Change From 
Prior Year 

Transport truck drivers   220 -5.2% 

Retail salespersons  214 -31.0% 

Retail sales supervisors   114 -33.3% 

Securities agents, investment 
dealers and brokers   

83 +29.7% 

Other customer and information 
services representatives  

81 -22.9% 

Food counter attendants, kitchen 
helpers, and related occupations  

78 -17.9% 

Cooks   73 -2.7% 

Food service supervisors   69 -27.4% 

Other repairers and servicers  57 -8.1% 

Cashiers   54 -6.9% 

Unclassified occupation   288 -4.0% 

Others (277)  2,246 -28.5% 

Total (288)  3,577 -24.0% 

According to CEB 
TalentNeuron, between 
July 1, 2017 & June 30, 

2018, there were
3577 new online

job postings
in Medicine Hat and 
area (including Irvine, 

Cypress County,
& Redcliff).

Over the past year, 
an average of 1120 

Medicine Hat 
residents

have collected 
Employment 

Insurance

1120



Staying Ahead
 For one local business, the ever changing economy and market has led to 
significant business modifications over the years. In order to not only survive, 
but thrive as a small business owner, change is imperative. 

The year 1999 saw a new and busy home building company enter the Medicine 
Hat market. Business went well for many years, but in an economic downturn, 
the builders asked themselves “what else could we do to stay ahead”? They 
began by manufacturing their own quartz and granite countertops, and using 
what they manufactured in the homes they built. Soon enough, other builders 
started to request quotes for the countertops being built. Slowly, the company 
made the shift away from home building entirely to focus on manufacturing. 
This business owner recommends that any small business must be nimble and 
prepared for change to survive: “look at what the community needs, and aim to 
fill that need.”

New Business
For an alumna of Medicine Hat College’s early learning and child care program, 
opening a licensed child care facility in Medicine Hat was a life-long passion. 

“I’ve always had a love for working with children and wanted to apply my passion 
in a way that enabled me to run my own company. In particular, I wanted the 
flexibility to choose what type of program would be implemented in my Centre.”

The alumna has over eight years of experience in the field. During her time at 
MHC she participated in the Entrepreneur Development Centre’s Summer 
Company. A program which provides students mentorship, assistance with 
creating their business plan and access to resources including seminars.
 
She feels the program helped her ensure she had a strong foundation to start 
with.

“It taught me a lot. It made me look at my business plan very critically and think 
of questions that I might not have thought of prior to. I have the passion but I 
realized that the business-side is equally important,” says Mann. “In particular, I 
feel as though I learned a lot about the accounting side. I was taught about the 
difference between sole proprietorship and becoming a corporation, as well as 
the tax and legalities associated with both.”
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Community 
Builders
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Over the last 100 years, 
the Rotary Club of 

Medicine Hat has raised 
and invested $10.3 

million and invested 
420,000 volunteer hours 

to community efforts,  
fundraising commitments 

and on delivering 
community events. 

50.5% 85% 52% 89.4%

of Albertans 
volunteer on 

average 161 hours 
annually.

of Albertans 
donate money, 

giving $863 
annually on 

average.

of volunteers
are employed

of donors
are employed

Women currently represent:

16% 12.5% 31%

of Alberta’s
Members of 
Parliament

of Members of 
Alberta’s Legislative 

Assembly

of First Nations 
Chiefs for Treaties

6, 7 and 8

 The United Nations (UN) found that 
women should hold at least 30 percent of 
elected seats for a government to reflect the 

concerns of women. 



Service Club Membership
Strong and healthy communities rely on civically minded volunteers who are generous with their 
time, finances and/or abilities to serve its population. Often, volunteers join service clubs to 
contribute to their hometowns.

Though many clubs are struggling to maintain membership, this certainly does not seem to be 
the case with the Medicine Hat Rotary Club. Karen Blewett is a dedicated, active member of the 
local Medicine Hat Rotary Club.  As past president, Karen’s enthusiasm and excitement to serve 
the needs of the community are apparent when she speaks about the Rotary Club.

Currently, Rotarians are exploring different ways to adapt to the changing climate within its 
service club. Balancing change to reflect Rotary Values without disrespecting long-standing 
traditions has been a challenge.  Karen noted the need for the club to adapt and consider flexible 
service opportunities, projects and meeting attendance in order to continue its valuable effects 
in the community.

“As a service club made up of volunteers with no overhead costs, we are passionate about 
celebrating the impact we’ve had in our community. To us, we feel it is a significant and ongoing 
contribution that our community has, and continues, to benefit from.” Karen explained.

By becoming more nimble in meeting the needs of the membership, Karen is confident the 
Rotary Club of Medicine Hat will continue its century old service to the citizens of Medicine Hat 
for many years to come.
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City Council
Women comprise approximately half of the population. In order for leadership to represent the 
diversity in population, “The United Nations recommend women should hold 30% of all elected 
seats for a government to reflect women’s concerns.” Unfortunately, Medicine Hat’s elected 
council does not meet the standard.

Presently, only one of City of Medicine Hat’s councillors is female. In 1989, council included three 
women. Former city councillor, philanthropist, entrepreneur and community builder, Kathy Hern 
(nee Mandeville) was taught, “You can do anything you want to do.”  Kathy was elected to 
Medicine Hat City Council in 1989 and was re-elected for three more terms until 2001, when she 
felt it was the time to step down and allow others to fulfill civically committed leadership roles.

As a woman on council, Kathy never felt minimized or disadvantaged. “I was a successful 
entrepreneur with a relatively capitalistic view, which was a great complement to those on 
council who may have had a more socialist leaning.”  Kathy mentioned many of the skills and 
tasks women take responsibility for in their day-to-day lives would be valued in any leadership 
role. Unfortunately, “The impact on the individuals and their families who are subjected to unfair 
judgement and criticism while in public office, may act as a deterrent,” says Kathy “especially via 
social media.”

Kathy remembers her time on council fondly and now mentors and encourages women who are 
interested in placing their name on a ballot.
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